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has observed, foil to grasp the conception. They insist
(the objection is repeated from a private letter) that
Christ, as far as concerns morality, does not differ from
Seneca, except in the matter of his teaching. Seneca
says, 'You ought to do this,' and Christ, however
authoritative his style may be, can say no more. It is
part of the same objection, as will be shown further on,
when they maintain that those discoveries in morality,
which have been attributed to Christ in this book, are no
discoveries at all, but were known to the world already.
Let us look to the facts. Let us compare a disciple of
Christ with a Stoic and reader of Seneca. They existed
side by side at the end of the first century. Was their
view of the obligations renting upon them similar ? It
was totally different. The Stoic rules were without
sanctions. If they were violated, what could be said to
the offender ? All that could be said was, ' Nempe hoc.
indocti* or c ChnfS'tjtpiM non dicct idem' To which how
easy to reply, CI esteem Chrysippus, but on this point I
differ from him!' To Christian lajm it was said, ' You
have'renounced your baptism; you have denied your
Master; you are cut off 'from the Church ; the Judge
will condemn you.' Is this distinction a verbal or a
practical one ?
Now it is maintained in this book that the distinction
Is not only real but all-important, and that without a
society, and an authority of some kind, morality remains
speculative and useless. Every man is conscious that of
the morality which he theoretically holds there is one
part which he always and easily practises, and another
part which he often neglects. He knows as well, theo-
retically, that the pleasure he finds in telling scandalous

